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Cameron Auty is Projects and Strategy Manager, Cultural
Heritage, for Indigo Shire Council in North Eastern Victoria.
Responsible for strategic management of the Burke
Museum and Beechworth Historic Precinct, Cameron
leads a multi-disciplinary team delivering collections,
curatorial and visitor services for a busy heritage
tourism service. He also supports community collecting
organisations across the region through advice and
training, seeking to grow the local skills-base and promote
succession planning and sustainability for community
organisations.

CAMERON AUTY

Projects and Strategy Manager,
Cultural Heritage
Indigo Shire Council
VIC

With a background in collections and exhibitions,
Cameron has worked at Museums Victoria, National
Galleries Scotland, AMaGA (Victoria) and Yarra Ranges
Regional Museum. He has experience supporting regional
and community collecting organisations through his
role as manager of the Victorian Collections program at
AMaGA, and helped initiate the AMaGA (Victoria) Veterans
Heritage Project. He has also worked in local government
cultural heritage roles at the City of Glen Eira and Indigo
Shire, and understands the role of museums and cultural
heritage as community services, helping to build resilient
communities.
Cameron has served on the committee of Blue Shield
Australia and has in interest in the preservation of cultural
heritage in the face of war and disaster. Through curating
exhibitions dealing with community recovery after the
Black Saturday Bushfires and the First World War, he has
developed a recognition of the role of heritage and the
arts in strengthening community bonds.
He will bring skills in regional and community organisation
support to a position on the AMaGA committee. His
current role is strongly linked to the tourism sector, and
he has valuable experience in understanding the role of
cultural heritage in regional tourism. He brings networks
within the museum sector through his work at AMaGA
as well as links to the tourism sector, an increasingly
important source of resourcing in a post-COVID world. He
also understands the role and rationale for AMaGA as an
organisation, as well as some of the challenges faced at
both a state and national level.

Nina Earl has always loved museums, and this passion
prompted her to transition into this field where she
is currently a Curator of Science at the Powerhouse
Museum, where she manages the Health and Medical
Collections. With over five years’ experience working
across the science and technology collections, Nina has
delivered multiple exhibitions and worked on a diverse
portfolio of interdisciplinary projects. Prior to working
with museums, Nina gained over eight years’ experience
working in education and community engagement roles.
Nina holds a Bachelor of Science (UNSW), and a Masters
in Science Communication (ANU).

NINA EARL

Curator of Science
Powerhouse Museum
NSW

Throughout her career, Nina has developed a diverse skill
set through roles at a range of organisations, which she
would bring to bear as a nominated committee member.
In the current ever-changing climate, Nina is interested in
several areas that could be further developed to help steer
AMaGA through the rapidly changing global museum
industry.
Firstly, a strong belief in in the importance of engaging
young emerging professionals with this peak body and the
broader museum community. Nina’s biggest motivation
is to help AMaGA be more accessible to young and
emerging professionals, by thinking strategically about
how it can better support them. As a current committee
member of AMaGA’s Emerging Professionals National
Network, Nina has focused the last year on re-thinking
the Network’s bursary process and delivering successful
webinars for members.
Secondly, building stronger connections between large
and small institutions in order to encourage and facilitate
knowledge sharing in the community. In her current
work curating the Health and Medical Collection at the
Powerhouse Museum, Nina has continued to work on
developing connections between her own organisation
and other smaller and rural medical museums to facilitate
specific knowledge sharing for their area. A key focus for
Nina would be to consider how these types of connections
and knowledge sharing initiatives can be facilitated and
supported, with a nation-wide lens.
Of the strategic focus areas outlined in the AMaGA
corporate plan, Focus Area One (Individual and
Organisational Members) most aligns with Nina’s interests
and skillset and she would be looking to support its key
actions, such as professional development and more
accessible membership options for a range of individuals
in the profession.

Victoria Gwyn (she/they) is currently the Curator, Creative
Liaison at the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia
(NFSA) in Canberra, and a proud member of AMaGA.
Over the past decade Vick has worked in curatorial
and collection management roles at the Australian War
Memorial, arts policy and governance and Indigenous
repatriation programming at the Office for the Arts, and in
audience-centered gallery development at the National
Museum of Australia.

VICK GWYN

Curator, Creative Liaison
National Film and Sound Archive
ACT

Vick is passionate about cultural identity and
representation in the GLAM industry and sees strengths
and opportunities for AMaGA, and its constituents to
influence tangible change beyond the sector through
meaningful policy and advocacy campaign work. Vick’s
experiences as an emerging GLAM practitioner and
queer, mixed-race person has undeniably shaped their
curatorial and GLAM practice. This coupled with a working
understanding of museum governance, collection
management and accessible museum experiences has
made Vick strive to become an inclusive, empathetic team
manager that leads by example, whilst also understanding
the challenges that come with the vocational nature of
GLAM career paths.
Vick’s work principles are also reflected through areas
of interest and curatorial practice: exploring the digital/
analogue relationship (‘digital repatriation’) in audiovisual
collections; advocacy and recognition of BIPOC and
culturally and ethnically diverse cultural practitioners
through curatorial practice; and staffing diversity
frameworks/policies within cultural institutions.
As an AMaGA Councillor, Vick looks forward to being
able to contribute to the great work that has already been
achieved by AMaGA, and would be honoured to represent,
and advocate for, diverse range of voices on the AMaGA
National Council. Vick is committes to advocating for,
representing, and developing:
•

•
•

Robust, inclusive AMaGA policy development,
governance frameworks, and their practical
implementation to ensure meaningful and sustainable
institutional and cultural change for current and future
GLAM practitioners;
The power of a diverse, equitable and inclusive
National Council to bravely lead discourse and action
on issues facing Australian GLAM; and
Advocating and fostering open, genuine collaborative
communication and relationships across institutions,
individuals and communities.

Mirna Heruc is a teacher and an anthropologist by training,
but her substantial 26-year work experience is in the arts
and cultural sector. It spans across multicultural arts to
university collections.
Mirna led the South Australian AMaGA Branch for four
years (2014-2018) and AMaGA’s National Network
Council of Australia University Museums and Collections
(CAUMAC) from 2018-2019. In both roles her focus was
on the community, diversity and inclusion, all anchored in
collaborative practice.

MIRNA HERUC

Arts and cultural consultant
SA

As a State representative on the National Council, Mirna
was a key contributor to the first AMaGA Indigenous
Advisory Group, which ultimately went on to develop the
Indigenous Roadmap Project. Mirna participated in all
advisory meetings and workshops over the course of her
four years on Council.
After a strange year of isolation, quarantine and remote
participation in arts and culture, Mirna realised that it is
not only the visitation and work engagements that she has
missed but also the active participation in and contribution
to the development and growth of our sector. It was during
this past year that the position of the arts and culture
again was highlighted as a sector that misses out. We
excelled in creative and innovative online programs but
what was obvious is that our sector during this tough time
was not comprehensively nor adequately supported. Mirna
would like to see more constructive and collaborative
contributions for our sector from arts funding bodies, all
levels of government as well as the broader community.
This advocacy is the area that Mirna most wishes to
contribute to if elected to the National Council as an
Ordinary Member.

DR LYNDA KELLY

Director, LyndaKellyNetworks
NSW

Dr Lynda Kelly is currently the Director of
LyndaKellyNetworks, a consultancy specialising in
audience research, digital production and learning/
education across the cultural sector and government.
Before this, Lynda was the Head of Learning at the
Australian National Maritime Museum, responsible for all
visitor programs and engagement across the museum’s
physical and digital sites, and prior to this was Manager of
Online, Editing and Audience Research at the Australian
Museum. Lynda has been working in the museum sector
since 1987 and has an extensive knowledge of and
publication record across audience research, digital
technologies and learning. Lynda completed her PhD in
museum learning in 2007 and was principal author of the
popular professional development blog Museums and
the Digital. During 2012-2013 Lynda taught Museums
and the Digital (Museum Studies, Sydney University), and
has placed more than 100 interns from Australia and
internationally.
Lynda has served on the AMaGA National Council from
2015-2019 as an Ordinary Member making a substantial
contribution to AMaGA to date through:
• chair of the Communications sub-committee;
• chairing the sub-group who reviewed and made
changes to the MAPDA and MAGNA awards;
• assisting the Membership sub-committee by reviewing
and advising on researching needs of members;
• member of the Strategic Review sub-committee and
as part of this managed the membership survey.
Lynda is also the Convenor of AMaGA’s Evaluation
and Visitor Research National Network. In this role
Lynda conducts the evaluation of the annual National
Conferences (since 2017) and has run three webinars to
date. Lynda is also currently a member of the Conference
sub-committee.
Lynda has served on the following industry boards:
• Advisory Board Member, New Media Consortium
Horizons Report (current)
• Board Member, INTERCOM (2008-2013)
• • Board Member, ICOM Australia (2005-2010)
• Board Member / Website Manager ICOM CECA (20042007)
• Vice President / Board Member, Evaluation and Visitor
Research Special Interest Group, Museums Australia
(1998-2003)
• Board Member, Museums Australia NSW (1996-1999)
Lynda has made a great contribution to AMaGA over
the past years, enjoying her time on the Board and
sub-committees and learning lots! Lynda really wants
to continue with this work contributing to continue the
amazing work AMaGA does, as well as thinking about new
directions for the organisation in the areas of membership,
conference format and professional development.

Jane King is the Gallery Manager at John Curtin Gallery.
She has been at Curtin since 2017 after previous roles of
Head of Member Development at Artsource, Executive
Director at the State Library of WA Foundation and
Executive Officer of AMaGA WA. Jane has degrees
in Economics and Fine Art, a postgraduate Diploma
in Management, and has completed the Museum
Leadership Program. Jane has been a member of AMAGA
for more than 15 years.

JANE KING

Gallery Manager
John Curtin Gallery
WA

In her role at John Curtin Gallery (JCG), Jane is involved
across all aspects of Gallery/Museum operations,
exhibitions and program delivery. As a University Museum,
JCG are active members of both UAMA and CAUMAC, and
have been at the coal face of some of the worst effects
of the pandemic, seeing many of our colleagues and
collections adversely affected.
As well as a contemporary art collection the JCG is also
custodian of the nationally significant Carrolup Collection
of Aboriginal Children’s art works. JCG staff are committed
to implementing the recommendations of the Indigenous
Roadmap and has just appointed the first full-time
University-based Curator of Australian First Nations Art in
Australia.
The last few years have seen a comprehensive rethink
of the Gallery’s mission and purpose – they are now
committed to the promotion of social justice issues,
though both our exhibition program and through our
collection policy, both of which we have recently revised to
encompass this vision.
Jane is currently an elected member of the AMaGA
National Council and Chair of the Professional
Development Committee. This is an area Jane is
particularly passionate about, and would love to continue
to work with her fellow committee members and AMaGA
staff to complete the work started in 2020 extending
AMaGA’s Professional Development offering through the
highly successful webinar series.

For the past six years Margaret Lovell has served on the
Management and Governance Committee in the role of
Treasurer. Constitutionally unable to continue as Treasurer
after two consecutive terms, Marg is nominating for
National Council in the role of Ordinary Member.
The skills Marg brings to this position span governance,
financial management, compliance, secretariat, project
management, stakeholder engagement and performance
auditing. Marg’s skills have been gained over 35 years
in music and film administration, at the National Portrait
Gallery, as a National Board member of Musica Viva
Australia (ten years representing the ACT), and in the
Commonwealth and State Governments.

MARGARET LOVELL
Consultant
ACT

If elected, Marg will provide continuity of management
oversight and corporate memory, and she hopes to
continue her work with the Constitution Committee to
finalise the necessary updating of AMaGA’s Constitution,
which was delayed due to COVID-19.
Art and music fill my world with beauty. If elected, Marg
hopes to assist the National Council to further AMaGA’s
charter to support a thriving museum and gallery sector in
Australia.

DR JANICE RIEGER

Associate Professor
Queensland University of Technology
QLD

Dr Janice Rieger is an Associate Professor at Queensland
University of Technology. She is an award-winning curator,
exhibition designer, researcher and educator, with expertise
in accessibility, inclusive design and diversity research. She
has been advocating for people with disabilities for over
twenty-five years and has been awarded a MAGNA Award,
Mayor’s Access Recognition Award, and a State-level
disability award for her leadership in promoting access and
inclusion globally. She has held appointments to national
design juries, disability congress committees, national
councils and scientific advisory boards. Dr Rieger has held
council appointed board positions on city councils to create
greater access and inclusion across sectors. She has worked
with various levels of government in Australia, Canada and
the USA and was recently invited to be the first international
member of the European Institute for Design and Disability.
Dr Rieger is currently a Chief Investigator with the Centre
for Justice, QUT Design Lab and a researcher with the
Creative Placemaking for Social Impact Research Group. Her
research and practice focus on creating cultures of inclusion
through co-design and her work in disability and design has
led to code, policy, curriculum and legislative changes in
Australia, North America and Europe.
Dr Rieger has worked across the cultural sector and in
cultural policy in Australia, Canada and the USA since 1996.
She has worked with various institutions such as art galleries,
war museums, human rights museums, history museums,
cultural museums, and sports museums.
She has held the roles of registrar, public programmer,
exhibition designer, curator, art educator, grants coordinator,
museum educator and docent. She has also held positions at
major institutions like the National Gallery of Canada and the
Minnesota State Arts Board.
Dr Rieger advises QAGOMA in QLD as a part of their
Disability Reference Group, in addition to her work and
research with Public Galleries Queensland. Most recently,
she was awarded an Australian Research Council (ARC)
grant to work with the Australia Council for the Arts and arts
organisations across Australia to create the first national
disability arts archive.
Dr Rieger is committed to increasing access and inclusion
across the cultural sector in Australia and internationally, with
a specific focus on regional education and engagement.
Her work over the past five years in Australia has focused on
including the voices of people with disabilities, Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities and people who identify
as CALD. Dr Rieger is regularly invited to advise museums
and galleries across Australia on how to widen participation
through access and inclusion. She has been creating
cultures of inclusion since 1994 and seeks to expand this
across Australia with the Australian Museums and Galleries
Association (AMaGA). Dr Rieger hopes to bring to the
National Council her knowledge and years of experience in
creating greater access, diversity and inclusion in museums
and galleries across Australia.

Gabrielle Sexton is currently the Curator and Business
Manager of the National Railway Museum (NRM) in Port
Adelaide, South Australia, and the Secretary of the AMaGA
SA Branch, elected in 2019. The NRM is a not-for-profit
incorporated entity, run almost entirely by fantastic,
committed volunteers. Gabrielle joined the NRM six
years ago after graduating from Flinders University with
a Bachelor of Archaeology and Honours in History, whilst
concurrently volunteering at the South Australian Maritime
Museum and the National Motor Museum.

GABRIELLE SEXTON
Curator and Business Manager
National Railway Museum
SA

While working for the NRM, Gabrielle also completed a
Master of Cultural Heritage Management and is currently
working through a Master of Business Administration.
Gabrielle believes strongly in the value of academic
learning with ample opportunity to put the theory into
practice. She is also passionate about providing those
who are studying or new to the sector with the chance to
build their experience in a real-world environment.
Gabrielle feels her role up to now has given her the
opportunity to learn and develop a wide range of skills,
including conflict resolution and diplomacy, problem
solving, people management, display development,
collection management, records management, public
speaking, teamwork, website content creation and
implementation, social media content creation and
posting, and events planning and management.
Gabrielle is excited to see the implementation of the
Indigenous Roadmap by AMaGA and its members, and
looks forward to working to strengthen and maintain
communication and engagement with the member base.

Deanna Varga would bring to AMaGA a deep
understanding of self-generated revenue with a proven
ability to create sustainable revenue streams. This is a
challenge for many within the cultural sector – both pre the
pandemic, during, and looking to the future.
Deanna’s experience comes from more than 25
years working in not for profit organisations as well as
government agencies and small to medium enterprise.
Deanna’s work to date has been in agencies both within
or associated with the cultural sector, such as Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority (then land manager of The
Rocks) to the Australian National Maritime Museum (as
Assistant Director of Commercial & Visitor Services for
four years responsible for $8m self-generated revenue
streams).

DEANNA VARGA
Managing Director
Mayvin Global
NSW

As Managing Director of consulting agency Mayvin
Global, Deanna has undertaken commercial and tourism
strategies for Sydney Living Museums, Museum of
Applied Arts and Sciences, Art Gallery of NSW, Museum
of Australian Democracy as well as a project for AGB
Events located at the National Library of Australia. Deanna
co-authored and researched a paper with Dr Lynda Kelly
in 2018/19 on the connection between Membership and
Philanthropy “Members and Subscribers – Is it working
for everyone? Is everyone working for them?”. This paper
identified the connection between these two audience
segments.
Deanna has been a director of Transport Heritage NSW
since 2019 and Chair of their Finance Risk and Audit
Committee since 2020, championing the Membership
Review of this organisation which is currently underway.
Deann is also a Cultural and Creative Industries Expert
panel member for Arts Tasmania and Screens Tasmania
appointed in 2018 and re-appointed to 2022.
Deanna brings deep understanding of the roles and
requirements of Director positions, having served on a
number of Boards including Sydney Improvised Music
Association (2016-2018), Dress for Success Sydney (20172018) and Business Events Sydney (2015-2017). She has
also been an active member of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors since 2017.
In 2020, Deanna was invited to become an Associate
Adjunct Professor (Industry) of UTS in recognition of her
work in the tourism and business events sectors. She also
completed her MBA in 2019 and has a BA(Tourism) from
UTS.
For AMaGA, Deanna is committed to supporting
sustainable revenue generation for the association
as well as for its members. She can provide expertise
in all revenue streams including events/conferences,
sponsorship, philanthropy, marketing (product design) as
well as the integration of tourism – particularly domestic
tourism (and cultural tourists).

Patrick Watt has extensive museum experience working
as a Museum Director, Program and Education Manager,
Education Officer, Project Manager, lead creative and
exhibition leader with various cultural institutions such
as Sovereign Hill Museums, Scienceworks and Museum
Victoria, the National Sports Museum at the MCG, the
Burke Museum, Beechworth, and the Yarra Ranges
Regional Museum.
Patrick was a founding member and past President of
International Museum Theatre Alliance, Asia Pacific
(IMTALAP) and is currently Treasurer. Patrick is an ordinary
member of the Victorian Museum Education Network
(ENVI).

PATRICK WATT
Museum educator
VIC

Patrick is often in high demand for talks/advice on
collection management, building stakeholder
relations, strategic development, leadership, team
building, applying museum theatre and all
matters education.

